Submit your photos to the Photo Feature in Life@Goddard
https://internal.gsfc.nasa.gov/web/community/lifeatgoddard

Several times a month, a new Life@Goddard issue is published on the internal GSFC website. Part of the Life@Goddard page is a Photo Feature, which is open to submissions by any and all Goddard employees and contractors.

The only requirements are
• photos should feature people/places/things at Goddard,
• include your name as the photographer,
• limit the quantity of photos you send with any individual submission to no more than 5-10 images and
• write a short caption for each photo.

Please remember that some of your fellow GSFC employees looking at the photos may not be as familiar with the Goddard campus, the people or the particular project/program so avoid acronyms, identify everyone in the photo and give some context to what is in the image.

Several Photo Club members have been featured in this section, some multiple times!

Submit your photos to Liz Jarrell at elizabeth.m.jarrell@nasa.gov